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The Player game WeMod is free to use because of members who have decided to support us. Check out our Feedback on Trustpilot. How to use cheats in Plague Inc: Evolved? WeMod will be safe to display all games on your computer. Open the game from the list and just click the game. After playing loads and once you're in the game,
you can start turning on different cheats! Will this work with my game version? WeMod uses cutting-edge technology to detect the game version you're using and will let you know if it's supported. If it isn't, you'll still be able to give it a try or ask for an update! Plague Inc: Evolution - How to unlock all genes is super easy to step 1: Play
bacteria on a normal basis. Step 2: Start in South Africa. Step 3: Save up to buy air 1, water 1, cold resistance 1 and 2, and drug resistance 1 and 2. Genetic hardening 1 and 2 are optional but recommended. Don't worry about getting heat-resistant if you don't get global warming: hot countries are getting hotter news notices. Step 4: Wait
until everyone is infected, pass all the mutations at the same time, and save as many DNA points as possible. Step 5: Go for deadly symptoms there are like complete organ failure and coma, and get madness and paralysis in case. Step 6: Once everyone starts dying, save some points for genetic shuffling to keep the treatment process
at bay in case. Step 7: Repeat and profit. or do you have to pay for them? I like the game, it was fun with the simian flu preview I should try. Just wondering if I can unlock them through gameplay, or should you buy them to play them? Page 2 7 Comments How easy it is to unlock all genes by EricTwitch this is a quick guide on how easy it
is to unlock all genes without using hacks/trainers. Unlocking the genes will give you a great tune of the virus early on, and make the game easier to beat. Checked on July 14, 2014 on PC version 4.5.0.18735.This guide is completely original. Please like it if you want more! Special Plague Expansion Packages Plague Inc. and Plague Inc.
: Evolution How to Unlock They Can Be Unlocked just over $1.99 for each individual special plague. The first special plague is unlocked, defeating all the previous plague in brutal difficulty and beating one special plague on the brutal opens of the next. For some, these disasters can be more difficult than standard and vice versa. They are
unique, have different transmissions, symptoms and abilities. Each particular plague also has its own theme and interface, each of which is unique compared to any other plague. At Plague Inc., a special plague is located under the tab in the bottom right corner that says: Special. Whist in Plague Inc: Evolved, they mix with standard
disasters (although the sequence has not changed) and, because of the types of plague put together, everything can be unlocked by beating the previous one on normal. As with conventional disasters, there are exclusive achievements with which they are associated. Chit Cheat This is not a type of plague, but some built-in tricks to make
games easier. At Plague Inc. you have to beat all the standard plague types on the brutal to unlock the first four whist beating all the standard disasters on the mega brutal will unlock the rest. On Plague Inc: Evolved, you have to beat all the plague on normal for the first four cheats and all on the cruel for the rest. The deception will not
register the player's account. In addition, when cheating, the results show that the player had a negative score. Even so, there are several achievements associated with winning the game through a specific deception. List of special plague Neurax Worm Necrois Virus Simian influenza shadow plague plague plague inc unlock all genes.
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